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Mark oversees the development and roll out of our Digital Inclusion
activities including the Digital Stepping Stones assessment tool and
Accenture’s Skills to Succeed Academy across Ireland.
Mark is an advocate for digital inclusion and tackling the digital divide in the
community sector.
• With over six years experience in the community sector, Mark also has
over 10 years experience in PR, Marketing & Advertising
• He holds an MA in Learning and Teaching (MALT) as well as qualifications
in Learning and Development, Transformative Community Education,
Digital Marketing and Public Relations.

About An Cosán (The Path)

35 YEARS…

…“if poverty is to be
transformed, then
education is key”…

191
Community
partners in our
national network!

Educational Technology

ADULT COMMUNITY EDUCATION

EARLY YEARS EDUCATION

WRAPAROUND SERVICES

Transforming lives through Face-toFace and Online Community
Education

Providing the highest quality early
years education & care so our children
have the best start in life

Providing the supports learners and
families need to achieve their best
outcomes

IN 2018, IRELAND RANKED BELOW THE EUROPEAN
AVERAGE OF 57% FOR BASIC DIGITAL SKILLS
% of the adult population with at least basic digital skills across Europe (2018)
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ACCENTURE & AN COSÁN –
A COMMUNITY / CORPORATE PARTNERSHIP DEDICATED TO IMPROVING
DIGITAL & EMPLOYMENT SKILLS FOR 10 YEARS SET OUT TO FIND OUT WHY…

9/10

of jobs in the future will require some level of
digital skills…

…while only

half

of Ireland’s adult population have at least
BASIC DIGITAL SKILLS today

Digital Economic and Society Index 2018
European Commission – The Digital Skills Gap in Ireland
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Digital Inclusion is not just an Irish challenge…

Digital competence is “a universal
and basic need for all citizens for
working, living and learning in the
knowledge society” – European JRC

What did we do…
•
•

Research, market scans & testing for suitable assessment
solutions, skills framework analysis, training needs
analysis, community-based consultations…
Learner workshops – to adapt DigComp into real-world
context based on community-user experiences (UX)

•

Ed & Ed Tech workshops with Accenture technical
development teams – prototype launch

•

MVP – develop a proof of concept

•

Created a national - targeted - train-the-trainer
programme for tutors in community organisations & FET
sector

•

Raised awareness and harvested feedback

Competence area 1: Information and data literacy

About DigComp 2.1...
The ‘European Digital Competence Framework for Citizens’,
also known as DigComp, was developed to offer a framework
to improve citizens’ digital competence.
There are five different areas encompassing 21 different skills
which create the framework for understanding the digital
skills needed for life, work and learning.





1.1 Browsing, searching, filtering data, information and digital
content
1.2 Evaluating data, information and digital content
1.3 Managing data, information and digital content

Competence area 2: Communication and collaboration







2.1 Interacting through digital technologies
2.2 Sharing through digital technologies
2.3 Engaging in citizenship through digital technologies
2.4 Collaborating through digital technologies
2.5 Netiquette
2.6 Managing digital identity

Competence area 3: Digital content creation





3.1 Developing digital content
3.2 Integrating and re-elaborating digital content
3.3 Copyright and licences
3.4 Programming

Competence area 4: Safety





4.1 Protecting
4.2 Protecting
4.3 Protecting
4.4 Protecting

devices
personal data and privacy
health and well-being
the environment

Competence area 5: Problem solving

https://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/bitstream/JRC106281/web-digcomp2.1pdf_(online).pdf






5.1 Solving technical problems
5.2 Identifying needs and technological responses
5.3 Creatively using digital technologies
5.4 Identifying digital competence gaps
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Digital Stepping
Stones...

A Digital Assessment Tool to encourage a
‘Growth Mindset’ towards Lifelong Digital
Learning in Adult & Community Learners

We wanted to help people take the first step to…

•

understand their current digital capability

•

appreciate the digital skills they have

•

see how their initial skills can be transferable

•

appreciate there are a range of competences
needed in the 21st century

•

and fill any gaps in their basic digital skills

In 2019, An Cosán envisioned an Ireland
where everyone can avail of the lifeenhancing benefits of having the digital
skills they need!...

5,300

Today over
people
have used our Digital Stepping Stones
assessment tool to understand their
personal level of digital competence...
and their gaps!

How does Digital Stepping Stones help?
Our DigComp digital inclusion model uses ‘assessment-for-learning’
1. How I Feel
2. My Skills

5 Areas 21 Competences

Personalised
Results

No registration – simply click start…

Approx. 15 mins
to complete

Level of
digital
confidence

Personal learning links

Level of digital competence

Personalised Set of Results

Personalised set of results...
An algorithm generates a results
page
• correlating the answers from ‘How
I Feel’ against ‘My Skills’
• so it’s easy to see if a learner’s
digital confidence matches their
digital knowledge
• across each of the five DigComp
competence areas.
The result here shows that a learner has a
greater level of confidence in their ability
than is seen in the My Skills result.

Results are communicated in a positive,
growth-orientated way

Where a learner’s results show a low bar,
this indicates an opportunity to focus a
learning plan towards improving digital
knowledge or skill in that competence
area.

Communicating results for a Growth Mindset…
Four grades for each foundation competence area:

My Skills Score

Output Text

0-25

You’re on Your Way

25-50

You’re Making Progress

50-75

You’re in a Great Place

75-100

You Almost Know it All
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Detailed results sent
by email link to tutor
& learner...

Left side = correct
options

Right side =
Learner selection

In the detailed report,
• the correct answers are
highlighted on the left column
• making it easy to see where a
learner may have selected an
incorrect answer,
• or only part of the answer
•

This would indicate a learner may benefit from
further learning in this area
16

FET & community sector practitioner
feedback…
“This will probably come to be a standard tool
for digital assessment across the entire
country. Well done on a fantastic piece of
work!” (ETB Donegal)

“I am directing learners to it, as part
of the process of being considered
for a device loan, to support blended
learning”… (ETB, Limerick)

“Our ICT instructor is
completing it with learners
as part of our ongoing
induction programme.”
(CTC, Dublin)

“I feel Digital
Stepping Stones will
be a great asset to
us” (YouthReach,
Dublin)

“I think it would be very useful for the
Guidance workers and Community
Development team.” (Local Development,
Wexford)

“Digital Stepping Stones is a great tool for
ETBs to use with learners & staff.” (ETB,
Cork)

“The Digital Stepping Stones is a great
help. It is very user friendly. The
hyperlinks section will be so useful.”
(FRC, Meath)

So what’s the next step on the Digital journey?...
Individual learner assessment

Personalised Results
Across DigComp’s 5 Competencies
Digital Confidence
1. Information &
Data Literacy

2. Communication
& Collaboration

Basic Digital Competences
3. Digital Content
Creation

4. Safety

5. Problem Solving

21 competencies x 1-5
1.1 Browsing, searching, filtering data, information
and digital content
1.2 Evaluating data, information and digital content
1.3 Managing data, information and digital content








2.1 Interacting through digital technologies
2.2 Sharing through digital technologies
2.3 Engaging in citizenship through digital
technologies
2.4 Collaborating through digital technologies
2.5 Netiquette
2.6 Managing digital identity







3.1 Developing digital content
3.2 Integrating and re-elaborating 
digital content

3.3 Copyright and licences
3.4 Programming


4.1 Protecting devices
4.2 Protecting personal
data and privacy
4.3 Protecting health and
well-being
4.4 Protecting the
environment






5.1 Solving technical
problems
5.2 Identifying needs and
technological responses
5.3 Creatively using digital
technologies
5.4 Identifying digital
competence gaps

Developing 21 E-learning mini-modules…
One for each DigComp competence

Thank you!...

